
 
 
Some of the options are difficult to read in the file showing how people responded (the one with the 
pie-charts etc) so this shows the original available choices and suggestions. It’s not complete 
because the only way to see some of the questions is to take the survey, which is now closed, and 
there were some changes to the draft survey that were made on-line, and we haven’t got copies of. 
 
SCAA Summer League Questionnaire 
 Text of the questions with the choices: 
 
Almost since its beginning the Sussex County Archery Association has promoted an inter-club, 
county-wide Summer League, traditionally an Albion Round, which is 9 dozen shots starting with 3-
dozen at 80 yards, then 3-dozen at 60 yds and 3-dozen at 50 yds. But since the late 1990s the 
number of clubs taking part, and the number of archers participating, has got smaller even though 
the total number of archers in the county has almost doubled. We’d like to find out whether the 
Members do want to take part in a League but don’t like what’s on offer; or whether they simply 
aren’t interested in anything competitive. Or whether there’s any other reason. 
All the data collected will be used anonymously, but if you wish to find out the results of the survey 
please leave your email here 
 
At the moment a high proportion of Club Archers do all their archery at their Home Clubs.  
Do you think they would gain anything positive by meeting and shooting with members of other 
Clubs? * 
CHOOSE 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Unsure 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 
 
Do you think the County Association should try to encourage Novice and Intermediate Archers to 
take part in Friendly and inter-Club activities? * 
CHOOSE 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Unsure 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 
 
One of the main purposes of the League has been to bring clubs into contact, but the prospect of a 
long journey followed by a long day shooting may be what puts people off. 
SOCIAL - Would you prefer * 
CHOOSE 
Both clubs shooting on the same field 
Postal shoot (shoot at own club and 'post'results) 
Either I like both 
Neither 
TRAVEL - Would you prefer * 



CHOOSE 
Travelling less than 1/2 hour 
Any distance county wide 
Only shooting at your home field 
TIME SPENT SHOOTING- Would you prefer * 
Same as current 
Less than currently spent 
LENGTH OF ROUND - Would you prefer * 
CHOOSE 
Same format 9 dozen arrows 
A shorter round 6 dozen or less 
FURTHEST SHOOTING DISTANCE * 
80yrds as current 
Less than 80 
Less than 50 
Here are some suggestions proposed for alternative formats - which would you prefer? You can 
choose more than one * 

· Keep to the straightforward Albion Round with score adjustments for different bow types, as 
used until 2016 

· Keep using the Albion Round, but use a combination of bows in each team, without score 
adjustments (same as 2016-17 proposals but no Round change) 

· Adopt the 2016-17 Proposals in full (Ladies Long Metric Round, combination of bows in each 
team, without adjustments) 

· A system of ‘weighting’ of styles giving more freedom to use different combinations while 
not allowing the higher-scoring bow types to dominate 

· No mixing of Styles, separate leagues for Recurves, Compounds and Barebow as with 
Longbows at present 

· Compounds to shoot a St George round while other styles shoot the Albion 
· Compounds to shoot a St George round, Recurves to shoot an Albion, Barebows to shoot a 

Windsor, Longbows to shoot a Short Windsor 
· Team to consist of 6 highest scores, 3 taken from an Albion, and 3 taken from a Windsor; 

Windsor scores to be capped at 750 to prevent “ringers” being entered 
· Have two parallel leagues, shot at the same time, one an Albion for ‘experts’, one a Windsor 

for ‘grass-roots’. Another suggestion was the ‘grass-roots’ might shoot the two shorter 
distances of an Albion only 

· Handicapped results to be used, anyone who hasn't got a handicap to have one calculated 
on the first three dozen shots 

· Continue with score adjustments for different Bow types, but based on a different allowance 
for each of the current divisions , such as Div 1 allowances referenced against Bowman, Div 2 
allowances referenced against 1st Class, and Div 3 referenced against 2nd Class 

· Have parallel leagues, shot at the same time, one for Experts and one for Novices - 
suggestions were the novices might shoot the two shorter distances of an Albion only, or 
shoot a Windsor 

· Always delete the highest score 
· Each division to be a league in itself, free to choose its own round and make own 

arrangements for different styles 
· Some divisions to be settled at a single mini-tournament 



· Some divisions to be Postal 
· Any other comments 

 
 
(That was all that could be grabbed off the first page – what follows may not be exactly as on the 
survey, it’s the draft version) 
 
please tick the Negative Factors stated below that you think make a league no longer worthwhile, 
or if you think a factor that should be there isn’t, please will you add it in at the bottom of the list… 

1. It’s almost impossible to fit the Matches into a busy Calendar. 
2. It’s difficult to raise a Team, most club archers do not want to shoot competitively. 
3. The League is designed for the best archers, it’s too demanding for most club archers. 
4. The League is unfair to Recurve Archers, Compounds will always make mincemeat of them. 
5. The League is unfair to Female archers. 
6. There’s no way to include Men and Women, Recurves and Compounds, Barebows and 

Longbows to everyone’s satisfaction. 
7. The varying mix of bow-styles in different clubs makes it impossible to balance. 
8. Most club archers don’t practise enough to shoot 9 dozen arrows. 
9. Most club archers find it hard to shoot 80 yards. 
10. Shooting a League Match takes up too much of the weekend. 
11. It involves too much weekend travel. 
12. The only archers interested in shooting the League would prefer to be shooting at a higher-

level Tournament. 

 
And here are the write-in answers people gave… 
 
I am a barebow novice and think I would struggle with anything over 60yds so would prefer this as a 
maximum range but I can see that for others that might be a preferred minimum range so I think a 
variable format option might be a good option 
An Albion is simply too long and too time consuming for most of our club members. However we 
have several archers who take part in the national Summer postal league on a short metric 
I am a ''grass roots'' archer, due possibly, to my age I am unlikely ever to be able to shoot an Albion. I 
have entered outside competitions, such as a Windsor, and have enjoyed greatly meeting other 
archers. I did not win but enjoyed competing and would certainly travel ''county wide'' to a suitable 
competition. I compete in the Frostbite League whatever the weather, because it is within my 
capabilities to do so. My first Frostbite was three weeks after completing my beginners course. The 
distance is do-able, an Albion with my equipment is not. 
You cannot beat the opportunity to visit other clubs. Postal defeats the object of encouraging 
mixing. People need to be encouraged to shoot longer rounds. 
Have the compounds shoot on a smaller target face, to make it challenging. Add horseback bows as 
well, many people started using them - according to the facebook groups. Be more active towards 
clubs. I had no idea you existed and what you do. 
Alternative round - Fita 900. Alternative match scoring - Ryder Cup day three. So teams made up of a 
miminum of 2 rec, 2 comp, a barebow and a longbow. Is Team A no.1 compound score at the end of 
the day higher than Team B no.1 compound ? If so then winning side gets one point and so on. Also 
have an extra point for overall team score so the max win is 7-0. If a team is missing a longbow then 
it makes winning the match more difficult but it is not ruinous to their chances. You could also have 



larger teams by agreement say 5 compounds each or six recurves each. The overall score will reflect 
the strength in depth of the teams rather than relying on one superstar archer to pile up the points. 
Need the option of shorter round as most clubs don’t have the time to shoot 9 doz in a normal club 
day 
If you want to encourage beginners/new archers into competitions then 80yrds is far to much to ask 
& even puts of intermediates. I would suggest shorter distances, 20m+ if the aim is to get more 
people into competitions. 
I only shoot longbow, which as we all know is not the best bow Archery wise. But here are my 
thoughts in reinvirgorating the inter club leagues.  
 
1) Set up a summer inter club league committee, made up of club members who are passionate 
about promoting the league, developing the league and championing the league.  
 
2) Break the league into smaller leagues. For example have a small league which is purely about 
Sussex clout shoots, each club has to send a minimum of 1 person to represent them at each of the 
different clout shoots. Scores are then submitted and normalised to account for different bow styles 
and number of club entries. The same could be done but for a small field league, small target league, 
etc. Each one of these is a league in itself but they all come together to form the master sussex inter 
club league.  
 
3) Rather than set up large official club tournaments, could be simpler and be incorporated into 
already planned club sessions. For example: Crawley archers in the summer meet every Mon, Wed & 
Fri evenings, along with a Saturday session. Could it be as simple as another club wishing to 
challenge Crawley could contact the chairperson agree a date and time and just pop along to 
Crawley on a normal shooting session and these scores are submitted into the inter club league. This 
will save money for the clubs from running seperate larger events, members from different clubs will 
meet and other clubs but in a safe environment.  
I find the difficulty in this league is finding the time to suit the teams.  Perhaps dates set in enough in 
advance to get a team together without it being rushed into later months (9 dz round easier in 
summer), and then any no-show is forefeit or have alternative to do a postal league where meeting 
not practical (although defeats purpose of trying to get archers together) 
Have Each bow type compete against each other in the match. Equal numbers shoot. For example 
club 1 has 3 compound archers and club 2 has 2. Add the top 2 scores from each team. The winners 
get 3 points losers 1 point 2 for a draw. Do the same for each bow style. I only 1 type of style then 
the team gets a default win. Add the points up and this will then decide the winner / or a tie. There 
is there for no extra advantage for a mainly compound club vs recurve as no waiting's need to be 
employed. Scores from the main distance only for the league but other distances should be there for 
all club members to shoot. 6 dozen is a bit short for a real social event.To include ladies and gents 
together the ladies(or Juniors) could shoot the next shortest distance. 
St George could reduce the number of field available, but still a possible idea  
this question forced a response, so had to pick one. Honestly though, I have no idea. 
For me it's the time and cost of travelling, so a postal system would be great 
We have postal leagues running all summer. Meeting other clubs is good for all archers 
I am unable to shoot at distances longer than 40 meters but would like to attend some of these 
activities 
Ranges are difficult to get to by public transport. Clubs should look into organising car sharing. 
Stipulating a minimum number of any bow style could put off a new archer if their score is 
guaranteed to count if they shoot, but could be replaced by another if they don't. 



 
Reasons why people have never shot an Albion 
80yards too far for my equipment/body 
Returning Archer and havent had courage to enter competitions  
My maximum distance is 60 yards  
80yds too challenging for novice barebow 
Too long and too time consuming 
It has never been offered 
Not yet had opportunity 
Not able to compete at weekends 
Too long 
80 yards is too far for me 
In competion?  or just at the club?  No the former, yes the latter, most competions I've attended 
have been either york, Metric or shorter rounds like Windsor. 
Haven't got to the distances yet 
im still very new at this :) 
Too far - I am now over 70 and only shoot to 50m 
Put off by longer distance when I was a novice.  
I would struggle mightily to hit the boss at that distance, and my score, if any, would be frightfully 
low. Not worth the effort. 
Most cant reach the albion distance 
I didn't know it existed. There are far too many rounds and matches in the uk. 
Club is too small to host them 
Distance is to large for me 
I dont shoot those distances with my longbow, I tend to shoot short distances, large target faces, 
clout or I shoot the marks 
I am not good enough 
distance  
Distance too long 
my club don't enter 
Novice archer 
Not felt up to it if I,m honest! Perhaps time to have a go 
Only just started archery. Never competed before. 
Only lack of time at the moment 
shoot for personal pleasure only.  
I can't shoot over 40 m 
I am a novice, only been shooting a few weeks. 
Didn't know about it 
Not been asked 
Only shoot competitions within my club at present. 
 
 
If you have a preferred format as per the suggestions for the Albion above please list23 responses 
 
Format for each bow type 
Happy with the way Albion League shot in past years 
Handicaps accommodate all archers of different abilities and bow types, although 80yds Can be off 
putting to all except the experienced archer. 



As original format. 
Team to consist of 6 highest scores, 3 taken from an Albion, and 3 taken from a Windsor; Windsor 
scores to be capped at 750 to prevent “ringers” being entered 
offer 2-3 formats to cater for all styles and then separate league for each style. Example Albion for 
Recurve and Compound, Windsor for Barebow and Longbow with separate league tables for each 
style. 
NOT AN ALBION if you seriously want to encourage novices or intermediates.  Most of our club 
members dont want to shoot 80 yards. An Albion also disenfranchise many of the women and 
juniors in our club. We usually have two teams including women and juniors shooting the short 
metric monthly Summer postal league.  A Windsor or short metric and American or even a National 
would generate far more interest for a Sussex League than an Albion does.  
A normal portsmouth would suit most archers in my opinion 
Metric rounds. More accessibility for new archers who are put off by the idea of an Albion.  
If you’re looking to encourage novices then something shorter than 80yds, and maybe a division or 
handicap so archers can measure their achievements like for like.  
If not Albion, then Ladies FITA.  
Shorter rounds- I am not comfortable shooting 80 yards or more 
As before 
Selby / portsmouth rounds 
Do a unique round like the ArcheryGB on target competition  
Long metric types - different distances for different skill levels 
allow for postal and shoulder to shoulder matches,  
Have Each bow type compete against each other in the match. Equal numbers shoot. For example 
club 1 has 3 compound archers and club 2 has 2. Add the top 2 scores from each team. The winners 
get 3 points losers 1 point 2 for a draw. Do the same for each bow style. I only 1 type of style then 
the team gets a default win. Add the points up and this will then decide the winner / or a tie. There 
is there for no extra advantage for a mainly compound club vs recurve as no waiting's need to be 
employed. Scores from the main distance only for the league but other distances should be there for 
all club members to shoot. 6 dozen is a bit short for a real social event. To include ladies and gents 
together the ladies(or Juniors) could shoot the next shortest distance. 
Keep the 9 doz format but incorporate the flexibility the rounds offer ie Windsor and short Windsor. 
Leave the club's to be honest if handicaping is involved 
Parallel leagues Albion/Windsor  
Separate divisions for each bow style, and different formats. 
Handicap system 
I find its very good to mix with other archers, also shooting a Windsor round alongside the Albion 
should encourage other archers. 
 
 
How would you accommodate all bow types? 
 
adjust scores 
Separate scoring for each bow type 
Format for each bow type 
Score adjustments 
Every bow types would be eligible to shoot with old adjustments for Albion League 
As original format. 



A system of ‘weighting’ of styles giving more freedom to use different combinations while not 
allowing the higher-scoring bow types to dominate 
either bow style weighting or separate leagues per style 
Difficult that one, not really sure.  
A system of weighting 
A "league" for each bow type 
Adjust scores using the published handicap tables. So if a barebow archer score would give a 
handicap of 44, give them the same score as a recurve archer would need to shoot to get a handicap 
of 44. 
Separate leagues/divisions for different styles.  
Leagues for each discipline 
Set bowstyles, gender and ages, if clubs can’t provide all then clubs to agree beforehand so they 
have the same.  
Either handicapped scores, or lower distances from compound down. 
Weighting 
Adjustments, or different distances both sound good. 
Separate bow types as per ifaa 
Do a standard score adjustment  
Handicap system or each bow type competes against same bow type 
Normalise the scores between bows. Set up seperate competitions. Think outside the box, rather 
than base it on one type of round select 3 very different rounds and take the average values.  
handicap as long as 2 different bow styles present 
All types  
Yes 
As per current 
Per the 'old way' 
As above  
Handicap System 
I prefer the current mix of bow types 
Using handicaps to adjust scores seems like a good idea  
Single adjustment per bow and per gender 
 
 
What kind of format would you prefer? Please give your details for the following - how many 
dozen? 
 
6 
9 
9 doz 
6 dozon 
9 dozen 
9 or less 
3 
Don't mind 
Windsor round 
 Handicapped scores account for bow style, age and gender 
Long Metric  6 
Women & men on same targets starting at 60yds max 



2 or 3 dozen 
6-9doz 
8 
Short Metrics.  Can Juniors have their own league as well shooting alongside the adults ? 
Six dozen arrows  
no more than 9 
6 to 9 
Six as a minimum, nine as a maximum 
5 
No real preference, although metric sight marks more likely to be current 
9 dozen, but over varying distances to cater for lower power and less accurate bows 
12 
6-9 dozen 
6 dozen max 
The new format  
Not sure  
4 dozen 
9 is ok 
POSTSAL 
Two rounds of 3 dozen variable  distances to be flexible... 
9dz Albion (but understand this can be offputting to novice archers) 
not bothered so answers below are only there to allow completion of form 
3 dozen  
Rigid 
6-9 
9 or 8 dozen. Ablion / windsor(Gent/Lady) or long western/ western 
Same as earlier, 9 doz rounds, maybe start long for expert men (bowman + ) down to shortest (age 
skill related) 
Do not Know 
9 dozen  
nine 
unsure 
I dont think it matters as long as people are comfortable with it and the time it takes on a weekend. 
Ive answered the last questions as required to submit the survey but they follow on from this really 
and so arent too critical in themselves as long as agreement is reached. 
72 
Different depending on level? 
6 doz 
as it is at the moment 
Six 
9 dozen is fine 
9  
Max 6 dozen 
5 dozen 
fita70, 6dozen 
Albion is fine 
6 -9 dozen 


